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Abstract: For assessment the effect of time and amount the Nozzling of Iron soluation
over the Growing of vegetables operation of bean in the 1392 the agricultural year for
one season agricultural in the kiashahr city the providence of Guidan , we have test
and examination by use the Factrial test or the basic design of Complately Blocks
random in the 3 times peapeater been excutived . The First factor was the amount of
consume of Iron was in 6 levels without the Nozzling solution , the Nozzling solution
with by hardness 3 in 1000 3/1000 the Nozzling solution with hardness 3 3 /1000 in
1060 , the Nozzling solution with hardness 4 in 1000 4/1000 and second factor was in
the time of Nozzling solution in 3 leaves step and Bush flowering . The specifications
of investigation there were : the number of legs in bean bush , the operation of Air
part , the uleight of drawer in the bean bush the getting of hight of bush the long of
drawer , the number of breed in the bioloyical operation . The take of individual , the
diameter of drawers and the number of bread in Bush . the campare of average the
specification of observation and investigation showed that the effect of time and the
amount of Nozzling solution of Hron except the taking inderdul which in taking
inderedul which in amount conswmer Iron facter wasn’t meaning . In all of the
specifications are of haring means but the effect of over view of times the solution
Nozzling , the amount of conyume the Iron in none of investigation specification
investigation having mean wasn’t become . or base the results was aken and with
notice to oil PH of Zone and becarbonat calcium active soil the consume of Iron the
shape of soliution of Nozzling canincreasing the effect of operation of positive effect
been had .
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